To those who enjoyed Ed Wyman in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances. To these who enjoyed Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances. To these who enjoyed Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances.

PROMOTIONS AND ELECTIONS

THE TECH, Volume XLIX, takes pleasure in announcing the following promotions and elections to the Associate Board and staff.
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An empire hung on that strap

The hitch must be tight, the pack must be tight. On details such as that hung constant vigilance to their task. It was a real faith which the students of the expedition.点 of view. The production might well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances. To these who enjoyed Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances. To these who enjoyed Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances. To these who enjoyed Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool," it is enough to say that he is again in Boston; the picture in which he is playing is of minor interest. This film, however, is not to be judged simply as a vehicle for the star. Montal's comedies seem to be as grave as anything in recent years. Their prompt action again must be appreciated fully by all those holding positions in the sense of decency. This accepting of a managerial position on the newly elected managing board of WVoo Doo". These new thought realizes that no organization which has broken faith proved that we students are capable and eager to settle our questions regarding "Voo Doo's" latest. The production may well be called "glorified," and also a real humor provided by some of Mr. Ed Wynn's performances.
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